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Florida is a place of sea, sand, beaches, and ample sunshine. It is also a place for adventures,
museums, theme parks and many more. If you are planning your next vacation now, then it would
be a good idea to consider Florida as your next holiday destination. Whether you are planning a
vacation with your family or the two of you, Florida is an amazing place that gives you everything
that you are looking for. A vacation in Florida can be planned after you have done a thorough
search about the place and about the universal studios in the city. Lots of amazing and alluring
Florida vacation packages are available with the tour agents that operate Florida tourism for tourists
from all around the world.        

It can be really exciting if you are planning to stay at one of the prestigious hotels of Universal
Studios. There are quite a few hotels and resorts inside this famous studio and you can chose
according to your convenience. One of the famous Universal Orlando resort has three different
gardens or parks. These three parks are:

Universal Studios Orlando

Island of Adventure

Wet â€˜nâ€™ Wild

The island of adventure has opened the new theme of Harry Potterâ€™s Wizard World. The Universal
Orlando resort is located perfectly for the tourists who are looking for the best place to stay. This
resort offers exclusive hospitality services to their guests. There are various offers and deals for the
tourists. To avail these deals, you can contact the hotel or a travel agent. Any Universal Hotel
provides excellent food and world class facilities for their gusts. 

The Island of adventure is a great fun place for everyone. In this amazing island you will find some
of the most fascinating rides that are unique in the world. Among the many rides, 3D Spiderman,
Hulk and Jurassic Park River Adventure are the most exciting and fun for tourists of all ages. The
latest among the additions to this Island of adventure is the Wizarding World of Harry Potter. This
adventure was first opened in 2010 and after it was opened, this adventure park opened, it became
very popular and especially among people.

Another amazing thing about the Island of adventure is the thrill rides like the Hollywood's Rip Ride
Rockit and Revenge of the Mummy. Thrill rides like Men In Black, Shrek 4D and ET holds a special
attraction for the children.    

The Universal Studio hotels will make your stay in Florida a memorable stay. It would be great fun to
travel to a destination that offers plenty of fun for both adults and kids. While checking out the Studio
hotels you can consider the Holy Land Orlando Hotel. There are quite a few good hotels in this area.
If you are travelling with a large family then it would be a good idea to find a hotel near the Holy
Land Experience.  

Orlando will offer you with the ultimate pleasurable vacation you had before. The city will make you
visit her more and more in the coming years.
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Make your Vacation Trip Florida wonderful at luxurious Hotels near Universal Studios Hollywood
with various amenities and exciting activities and attractions is easily available at a 
Florida Tourism.
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